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Induced Movement in the Visual Modality: An Overview

A. H. Reinhardt-Rutland
University of Ulster, Newtownabbey, Northern Ireland

Induced movement, illusory movement in a stationary stimulus resulting from adjoining movement,
has received steady experimental investigation over the last 70 years or so. It is observed under
different viewing conditions in a wide variety of displays that differ considerably in overall size and

in form of inducing and induced stimuli. Explanations have been diverse, some being based on
relations within the display and others invoking mediation by other aspects of the observer's percep-

tion. Probably, no one explanation can account for all forms of induced movement. Current knowl-
edge about induced movement may have important implications for visual perception of object
morion.

Induced movement is one of a number of phenomena—in-

cluding apparent movement, autokinetic movement, and move-

ment aftereffect—in which movement is perceived, although

the corresponding distal stimulus is physically stationary. It

normally results from physical movement adjoining the station-

ary stimulus; the induced movement is in the direction opposite

that of the adjoining movement. In a typical laboratory demon-

stration of the phenomenon, induced movement is observed in

a small, stationary spot surrounded by a large, moving rectan-

gular frame; the frame and spot are luminous and are viewed

in the dark. Familiar naturalistic examples of the phenomenon

lie in the perceived drift of the moon and tall buildings in the

direction opposite that of clouds in windy conditions. Applied

perspectives go beyond the scope of this overview, although Ross

(1974) identified induced movement as a possible factor in per-

ception under difficult visual conditions; induced movement in

depth might be involved in close following on the road, a part

of what is sometimes labeled motorway madness (Reinhardt-

Rutland, 1985).

A major purpose of this review is to summarize empirical

findings concerning induced movement (Empirical Findings

section). Since early empirical investigation of induced move-

ment by Carr and Hardy (1920), Thelin (1927), and Duncker

(1929/1938), there has been a steady trickle of reports showing

that induced movement can occur in a wide variety of displays.

Among possibly important factors is size of display, which can

vary from two small spots (e.g., Carr & Hardy, 1920) to displays

occupying most of the observer's visual field (e.g., Post, 1986).

A second major purpose of this overview is to examine expla-

nations for induced movement (Explanations section). Dunck-

er's (1929/1938) findings have had an important influence here,

although many of his suggestions have subsequently been shown

to require at least some modification. For example, his theory
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of frame of reference suggests that movement is assigned in a

display according to the configuration of that display. Thus,

among other things, a surrounded area is likely to be seen as

moving, whereas a surrounding area is likely to be seen as sta-

tionary. Subsequently, it has been shown that this principle can

sometimes be departed from (e.g., Wagenaar, Frankenhuizen,

Vos, & Flores d'Arcais, 1984). Some subsequent theories, in the

spirit of Duncker's, suppose that induced movement can be ex-

plained by reference to features of the display itself (e.g., Over

& Lovegrove, 1973). Others suggest that induced movement is

mediated by alteration of the observer's perception of space, for

example, because of eye movement (e.g., Bruell & Albee, 1955)

or shift of the observer's perceived straight ahead (e.g., Brosgole,

1966).

Since Duncker (1929/1938), it has sometimes been implicit

that induced movement is substantial only in cases of near-

threshold motion of the inducing stimulus (e.g., Bassili &

Farber, 1977). Many studies, however, now investigate induced

movement with inducing movement well above threshold (e.g.,

Gogel, 1979; Wallach & Becklen, 1983). Such points suggest

that induced movement, rather than being a phenomenon asso-

ciated with relatively restricted conditions, may be of general

significance in visual perception of object motion. Indeed, it

has been suggested that induced movement may be analyzed by

essentially the same mechanisms as "real" movement is ana-

lyzed by (e.g., Gogel, 1979). I make some comments on this

issue in the Induced Movement and General Visual Perception

of Object Motion section.

Empirical Findings

Types of Display

Induced movement can arise from linear motion with and

without overall displacement of the inducing stimulus (Carr &

Hardy, 1920; Duncker, 1929/1938; Over & Lovegrove, 1973),

rotational motion (Duncker, 1929/1938), and motion in depth.

The last was first formally indentified by Farne (1970), although

it can be inferred from experiments concerned with other issues

(Gogel, 1956;Ittelson, 1951). Two-dimensional induced expan-

sion or contraction can also be observed, often in displays giving
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rise to induced movement in depth (Fame, 1970; Reinhardt-

Rutland, 1983c; Wade & Swanston, 1984). Two other studies

have involved what are, on the face, induced expansion or con-

traction and induced movement in depth (Anstis, Shopland, &

Gregory, 1961; Hershberger, Laughlin, & Nitschke, 1976).

However, in both cases, perceived expansion and contraction

were traded off against perceived movement in depth. Induced

movement is not normally regarded as involving the trading off

of one type of motion against another type in the same stimulus.

In cases of true induced movement toward the observer, for ex-

ample, the induced stimulus may be perceived to undergo in-

duced expansion, rather than compensating contraction (e.g.,

Fame, 1970).

Linear induced movement is undoubtedly the form that has

been given the most attention, particularly when it involves a

spot surrounded by a steadily displacing frame. Induced rota-

tion has received relatively little attention since Duncker's

(1929/1938) early observations (Day, 1981; Reinhardt-Rut-

land, 1981). Much the same is true of induced movement in

depth (Fame, 1972, 1977; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Reinhardt-

Rutland, 1983c), and induced expansion and contraction have

apparently received independent investigation in only one study

(Wade & Swanston, 1984).

Normally, the induced and inducing stimuli have at least

some degree of shared orientation. This was not true in Wade

and Swanston's (1984) study, in which inducing and induced

stimuli were orthogonal. Although they were inclined, for this

reason, not to categorize their effect as induced movement, it

otherwise seems to be comparable to induced movement in gen-

eral.

A (less than exhaustive) list of factors that have varied across

different displays follows:

1. Form of the inducing stimulus. This can vary in size from

a spot often the size of the induced stimulus, itself also a spot

(e.g., Carr & Hardy, 1920; Duncker, 1929/1938; Mack, Fisher,

& Fendrich, 1975; Thelin, 1927; Wagenaar et al., 1984), to a

pattern filling virtually all the subject's visual field (e.g., Post,

1986; Post & Heckman, 1986). Variations of the frame stimulus

involve filling the frame with pattern (e.g., Bacon, Gordon, &

Schulman, 1982; Wallach & Becklen, 1983). The shape of the

frame is normally rectangular, although circular frames have

also been used (e.g., Schulman, 1981; Wallach, 1959). There is

no evidence that shape of frame has much effect on induced

movement. Certain forms of linear induced movement use a

pattern viewed behind a "window": Unlike frame-and-spot in-

duced movement, the inducing movement does not therefore

show an overall displacement (e.g., Levi & Schor, 1984; Naka-

yama & Tyler, 1978; Over & Lovegrove, 1973). Nakayama and

Tyler (1978) used two parallel lines oscillating in counterphase,

orthogonally to their orientation. Over and Lovegrove (1973)

and Levi and Schor (1984) used spatial-frequency gratings drift-

ing in one direction. For induced rotation, the inducing stimu-

lus has often been a patterned annulus surrounding and con-

centric with the induced stimulus (Day, 1981; Reinhardt-Rut-

land, 1981). For induced movement in depth, the inducing

stimulation has included a surface oscillating in depth (Fame,

1970, 1972), binocularly generated oscillation in depth of dots

(Gogel & Griffin, 1982), and a rotating spiral (Reinhardt-Rut-

land, 1983c, 1985). Induced expansion and contraction arose

from a grating "zooming in" and "zooming out" within a fixed

window (Wade & Swanston, 1984).

2. Form of the induced stimulus. The induced stimulus is of-

ten a spot in studies of linear induced movement (e.g., Brosgole,

1966; Duncker, 1929/1938; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Wallach,

1959; Wallach & Becklen, 1983) and occasionally in studies of

induced movement in depth (Gogel & Griffin, 1982). Other in-

duced stimuli include pairs of lines surrounded by the inducing

stimulus (Fame, 1970; Nakayama & Tyler, 1978) and areas of

pattern, such as gratings (e.g., Levi & Schor, 1984; Over & Love-

grove, 1973). Induced rotation has used patterned discs (Day,

1981;Reinhardt-Rutland, 1981). Generally, the induced stimu-

lus is smaller than the inducing stimulus, and evidence suggests

that this can often influence perception of movement (e.g., Op-

penheimer, 1935; van Waters, 1934). The quite popular spot-

spot induced movement is a case in which induced and induc-

ing stimuli are often matched in size (e.g., Carr & Hardy, 1920).

For induced rotation and an associated aftereffect (Aftereffects

and Adaptation of Induced Movement section), the induced

stimulus was 10 times larger than the inducing stimulus in Rein-

hardt-Rutland's (1981) study.

3. Physical motion of the inducing stimulus. In some dis-

plays, particularly involving spot and frame, the inducing stim-

ulus starts, moves steadily in one direction, and then stops (e.g.,

Day, Miller, & Dickinson, 1979; Duncker, 1929/1938; Rock,

Auster, Schiffman, & Wheeler, 1980; Wagenaar et al., 1984;

Wallach, 1959). In other displays, the inducing stimulus has os-

cillatory movement (e.g., Becklen & Wallach, 1985; Carr &

Hardy, 1920; Gogel, 1979; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Wallach &

Becklen, 1983). Such differences raise the question of whether

acceleration of the inducing stimulus may have an effect: It

seems likely that induced movement from oscillatory motion

can be stronger than induced movement from steady motion

(Speed Effects section). In induced movement without overall

displacement of the inducing stimulus, the inducing movement

can be steady (e.g., Day, 1981; Levi & Schor, 1984; Over & Love-

grove, 1973;Reinhardt-Rutland, 1981, 1983c).

4. Physical motion of the induced stimulus. Although the in-

duced stimulus is generally stationary (e.g., Day, Dickinson, &

Forster, 1976; Duncker, 1929/1938; Wagenaar etal., 1984; Wal-

lach, 1959), except for purposes of nulling (Response Measures

section, Item 3), it may have a physical motion imposed on it,

a motion that is orthogonal to any induced movement that it

may possess. In such displays, the subject is often required to

track the motion of the induced stimulus (e.g., Gogel, 1979;

Gogel&Griffin, 1982; Wallach & Becklen, 1983). Tracking has

implications for response measures (Response Measures sec-

tion) and may affect induced movement (Speed Effects section).

5. Amount of competing visual information irrelevant to the

stimulus display. Since Duncker's (1929/1938) comment that

induced movement may be inhibited if the observer can per-

ceive the room in which the experiment is taking place, it has

been clear that superfluous visual information generally needs

to be reduced to a minimum. It might, for example, affect

threshold measurements of induced movement. Little is

known, however, about how important competing visual infor-

mation might be in any given stimulus configuration, and deter-

mining the freedom from such information in stimulus config-

urations described in reports is not always easy.
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Possible Distinction Between Induced Movement With
and Without Overall Displacement of
the Inducing Stimulus

Reasonable evidence now exists for making a broad distinc-
tion between induced movement involving overall displace-
ment of the inducing stimulus (generally the frame-and-spot
form) and induced movement not involving overall displace-
ment of the inducing stimulus; the second category includes in-
duced rotation and most forms of induced movement in depth,
although in view of the relative lack of attention directed to the
latter, their precise relation to the more familiar, linear forms
has not been fully explored. Spot-spot induced movement does
not fall readily into either category, and in the absence of infor-
mation relating to the distinctions made below, I exclude it from
consideration here. Also, if inducing movement extends beyond
the visual field in the direction of movement (e.g., Post, 1986),
a fixed or displacing frame cannot be observed, and the catego-
rization is not appropriate.

The first distinction lies in dichoptic effects, greater for in-
duced movement with overall displacement of the inducing
stimulus (80+% or so: Bassili & Farber, 1977; Day & Dickinson,
1977) than for induced movement with no overall displacement
of the inducing stimulus (25% or so: Day & Dickinson, 1977;
Levi & Schor, 1984; Swanston & Wade, 1983). Broadly consis-
tent with the latter is a 40% dichoptic effect for induced rotation
(Wade & Day, personal communication, June 11, 1984) and
25% interocular transfer of aftereffect of induced rotation
(Reinhardt-Rutland, 1983b; Aftereffects and Adaptation of In-
duced Movement section).

Second, surrounding of the induced stimulus by the inducing
stimulus may not always be required for induced movement in-
volving overall displacement of the inducing stimulus (Oppen-
heimer, 1935; Wagenaar et al., 1984); Day et al. (1979) found
that surrounding of the induced stimulus did not necessarily
lead to induced movement. With regard to induced movement
without overall displacement of the inducing stimulus, sur-
rounding of the induced stimulus by the inducing stimulus is
important for induced rotation (Day, 1981; Reinhardt-Rut-
land, 1981) and induced movement in depth (Reinhardt-Rut-
land, 1983c); investigations of linear induced movement with-
out overall displacement of the inducing stimulus seem invaria-
bly to have involved an inducing stimulus surrounding the
induced stimulus (Day & Dickinson, 1977; Levi & Schor, 1984;
Nakayama & Tyler, 1978; Over & Lovegrove, 1973; Tynan &
Sekuler, 1975).

Third, the amount of induced movement is less for displays
involving an inducing stimulus that shows overall displace-
ment, compared with displays involving an inducing stimulus
that does not, in displays that otherwise appear matched (Day
& Dickinson, 1977).

Finally, there is evidence that linear induced movement with-
out overall displacement of the inducing stimulus is somewhat
dependent on a match in color between inducing and induced
stimuli, but this appears much less true for linear induced
movement involving overall displacement of the inducing stim-
ulus (Day & Dickinson, 1977; Over & Lovegrove, 1973).

Day and Dickinson (1977) argued that perceived motion in
their displays not involving overall displacement of the moving

stimulus may have been artifactual, being dependent on the
changing phase relation between inducing and induced stimuli.
Further, they suggested that dichoptic effects in these displays
were artificially low because of difficulty in obtaining satisfac-
tory fusion. These points, however, do not seem to have been
subsequently developed.

Response Measures

Unlike research with movement aftereffects, in which re-
sponse measures are often confined to duration of effect, re-
sponse measures for induced movement are diverse. This partly
reflects the variety of displays used for induced movement: One
important distinction lies again in cases of inducing stimuli
with and without overall displacement. The former are nor-
mally constrained to move within limits dictated by the observ-
er's visual field, which is not a problem with the latter because
inducing stimulation is within a particular area and, therefore,
it can be continuous in one direction. The only way to get con-
tinuing inducing movement in the former is to use an oscillating
inducing stimulus. Among response measures for assessing in-
duced movement have been the following:

1. Qualitative responses to indicate the presence or absence
of induced movement and, if present, its direction (e.g., Day et
al., 1979;Duncker, 1929/1938; Fame, 1970,1972; Mack etal.,
1975; Wagenaar et al., 1984; Wallach, 1959). These are useful
in cases in which effects are small or short-lived.

2. Tracking induced movement by means of a hand control
operating an unseen pointer (e.g., Brosgole, 1968; Day et al.,
1976).

3. Nulling induced movement with real movement (e.g.,
Day, 1981; Levi & Schor, 1984). This assumes a form of induced
movement that is reasonably stable over the short periods re-
quired for making adjustments of the induced stimulus.

4. Setting a comparison stimulus to the perceived speed of
the induced stimulus (Post, 1986).

5. Pointing to either end of the perceived path of the stimulus
in which induced movement is to be observed (e.g., Bridgeman,
Kirch, & Sperling, 1981; Gogel, 1979).

6. Timing induced movement during a fixed period of opera-
tion of the inducing stimulus (e.g., Reinhardt-Rutland, 1981,
1983c). This assumes a form of induced movement that is likely
to be intermittent, is subject to decay, or both.

7. Indicating the angle of the path of the induced stimulus.
This technique involves the induced stimulus undergoing phys-
ical movement perpendicular to the putative induced move-
ment. Suppose the physical movement is vertical and the puta-
tive induced movement is horizontal. Vector addition of the two
will give a path of the induced movement at some angle to the
vertical (e.g., Gogel, 1979; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Wallach, Ba-
con, & Schulman, 1978). A variant of this may yield an ellipti-
cal path, the width of which is to be judged (e.g., Becklen &
Wallach, 1985; Wallach & Becklen, 1983).

8. Assessing lower and upper thresholds for detection of in-
duced movement by adjusting the amplitude of an oscillatory
inducing movement (Nakayama & Tyler, 1978).

Care may be needed in interpretation and comparison of
different measures. For example, in pointing tasks involving
judgments of altered displacement, it is implicit that induced
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movement necessarily affects displacement, which may not be

in accord with subjects' perceptions (Bacon et al., 1982; Bridge-

man et al., 1981). Tracking induced movement may suppose

that a manual task can match perceived velocity of the induced

stimulus (Day et al., 1976). Despite such points, the compari-

son of different response measures has not been a major re-

search concern. Gogel (1979), however, reported comparable

results from tasks involving pointing to the perceived extent of

displacement of an induced stimulus and tasks assessing the an-

gle of the perceived path of an induced stimulus with physical

movement orthogonal to induced movement. Perhaps, as may

be true for movement aftereffect (e.g., Pantle, 1974), different

response measures are of broadly equivalent value.

Speed Effects

At near-threshold movements of the inducing stimulus in

many frame-and-spot studies, movement is assigned almost in-

variably to the spot (e.g., Duncker, 1929/1938). Above-thresh-

old movements of the inducing stimulus tend to produce less

induced movement (Brosgole, 1968; Duncker, 1929/1938;

Rock, 1983; Rock et al., 1980). This applies to fixation condi-

tions in which the inducing stimulus moves steadily for a short

period in one direction. With an oscillating inducing stimulus,

sometimes with tracking eye movements on a moving induced

stimulus, the amount of induced movement has not been re-

ported to diminish by having speed of the inducing stimulus

well above threshold (Gogel, 1979). It is likely that a moving

spot always shows more induced movement than does a fixated

spot (Bacon et al., 1982; Bridgeman & Klassen, 1983). Induced

movement may never disappear, no matter what the speed of an

oscillating inducing stimulus (Becklen & Wallach, 1985). Wal-

lach and Becklen (1983) and Becklen and Wallach (1985)

showed that at high speeds (inducing movement in their dis-

plays was up to an average of 31.7° of visual angle per second),

the effectiveness of the inducing stimulus in producing inducing

movement becomes diminished. The results were not due to

retinal image blur of the inducing stimulus.

The picture is different for other forms of induced movement,

at least during fixation. No evidence associates the best linear

induced movement without overall displacement of the induc-

ing stimulus and induced rotation with near-threshold move-

ment of the inducing stimulus (Day, 1981; Levi & Schor, 1984;

Nakayama & Tyler, 1978). Nakayama and Tyler (1978) and Levi

and Schor (1984) both found an upper threshold of the inducing

stimulus speed, above which induced movement was reduced.

Possibly, the amount of induced movement can be elevated by

using an oscillating inducing movement, tracking the induced

stimulus, or both (see, e.g., Wallach & Becklen, 1983, Experi-

ment 4), as can induced movement with overall displacement of

the inducing stimulus. Although Nakayama and Tyler's (1978)

inducing stimulus oscillated, it cannot readily be compared in

this respect with other cases.

Finally, if the inducing stimulus extends beyond the periph-

ery of the visual field, the reduction of induced movement

seems to occur at particularly high speeds during fixation of a

stationary induced stimulus: Induced movement shows a steady

increase at least up to a speed of 60° per second of the inducing

stimulus (Post, 1986; see also Post &Heckman, 1986). It is pos-

sible that this form of induced movement may be unusual, be-

cause the dimensions of Post's inducing stimulus and the view-

ing conditions suggest that visually induced movement of the

self might be strong (see Alteration of the Observer's Perception

of Space section).

Adjacency, Spatial Frequency, and Their

Interaction With Speed

Gogel and Koslow (1972) and Gogel and MacCracken (1979)

proposed that induced movement is affected by the adjacency

principle. This suggests that induced movement is most effec-

tively elicited when induced and inducing stimuli are as close

as possible in all three dimensions of space. The adjacency prin-

ciple may apply in other perceptual phenomena, such as the

Ponzo illusion (Gogel, 1975) and the rod-and-frame effect (Go-

gel & Newton, 1975).

Evidence concerning frame-and-spot induced movement

(Schulman, 1981) suggests that the adjacency of an inducing

stimulus may be modified by its speed; In essence, Schulman

(1981) showed that the speed of a smaller inducing stimulus

needed to be lower than the speed of a larger inducing stimulus

for them to be equally effective given that they were in the same

plane. This finding seems related to the perception of speed in

moving patterns of different sizes: A smaller pattern is required

to move at a slower physical speed than a larger pattern, for

them to have phenomenally equal speeds (Brown, 1931; Diener,

Wist, Dichgans, & Brandt, 1976). It also may be in accord with

a finding involving linear induced movement without overall

displacement of the inducing stimulus: Effectiveness of an in-

ducing stimulus is affected by the inducing pattern's spatial fre-

quency and speed, such that a high-frequency inducing pattern

requires a lower speed to be effective than does a low-frequency

inducing pattern (Levi & Schor, 1984). A small inducing frame

in Schulman's (1981) experiment would, presumably, have had

a higher frequency spectrum than a large inducing frame. The

above may be important in interpreting evidence from induced

movement involving two moving frames (Duncker's, 1929/

1938, Theory section and Alteration of the Observer's Percep-

tion of Space section).

Levi and Schor (1984) plotted "tuning curves" for spatial fre-

quency of inducing stimuli, for fixed values of frequency of in-

duced stimuli to try to determine how far inducing and induced

stimuli should be matched for spatial frequency to get good in-

duced movement. Temporal frequency of inducing stimuli was

fixed, so that high-frequency inducing stimuli moved faster

than low-frequency inducing stimuli. The tuning curves were

broad, and the optimum inducing spatial frequency often did

not correspond to the spatial frequency of the induced stimulus.

Broadly, spatial frequency does not seem to be a major determi-

nant of induced movement, provided that temporal frequency

rather than speed is the determining factor of the motion of the

inducing movement.

A proviso to the above points may lie in the relative ineffec-

tiveness of particularly small inducing frame stimuli (Day et al.,

1979), possibly no matter what their speed. Furthermore, there

is no evidence of speed effects in some experiments (e.g., Gogel,

1979; Speed Effects section); the reason for the discrepency is

not obvious.
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Eye Movements

A number of workers have investigated the possible involve-

ment of eye movements in induced movement. The results have

been negative (Bassili & Farber, 1977; Brosgole, 1966; Brosgole,

Cristal, & Carpenter, 1968; Levi & Schor, 1984; Mack, 1970;

Schulman, 1979). Techniques used have ranged from direct

measurement of eye movements (e.g., Brosgole, 1966; Levi &

Schor, 1984) to a technique involving distinctive distal stimula-

tion causing proximal stimulation at the blind spot: The distinc-

tive stimulation would be perceived if the eye moved (Bassili &

Farber, 1977).

In addition, a number of researchers have used displays in

which movement is centrifugal or centripetal, so that systematic

eye movements are, presumably, not possible (Fame, 1972; Go-

gel, 1977; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Nakayama & Tyler, 1978;

Reinhardt-Rutland, 1983c; Wade & Swanston, 1984).

With regard to induced rotation, a possibility that torsional

eye movements could contribute to the effect seems untenable.

An examination of Day's (1981) results, using a uniformly pat-

terned inducing stimulus, showed that there could be a per-

ceived rotation of the induced stimulus of about 15° during a 6-

s rotation of the inducing stimulus: The maximum eye torsion

obtained by Hughes (1972) from a uniformly patterned rotat-

ing disc was about 1°.

Aftereffects and Adaptation of Induced Movement

Viewing induced rotation for 1 min or so may lead to a nega-

tive aftereffect in the induced stimulus. This arises both from

motion adaptation in the inducing stimulus and from the pre-

viously observed induced movement itself (Anstis & Reinhardt-

Rutland, 1976). The former probably explains an old finding

(Wohlgemuth, 1911, Experiment 21) that motion adaptation

can give rise to movement aftereffect in an adjoining area that

has been without pattern during adaptation. These results

counter the common belief that image displacement is crucial

for the movement aftereffect (Anstis & Gregory, 1965; Moul-

den, 1975; Sekuler & Ganz, 1963). Incidentally, Wohlgemuth's

display appears superficially similar to other displays in which,

however, an aftereffect is reported in the same direction as the

motion-adapted area (Bonnet & Pouthas, 1972; Smith & Over,

1979; Weisstein, Maguire, & Berbaum, 1977). Crucial differ-

ences between the latter and Wohlgemuth's display probably lie

in the size of the nonadapted area and the degree of good conti-

nuity (Kohler, 1947) across the motion-adapted pattern.

Peripheral location of inducing stimulus relative to induced

stimulus is important in aftereffect of induced rotation (Rein-

hardt-Rutland, 1981) and aftereffect of induced movement in

depth (Reinhardt-Rutland, 1984). After tracking linear move-

ment of a pattern, surrounded by a stationary pattern, a nega-

tive aftereffect can be observed in the tracked pattern after it

stops (Morgan, Ward, & Brussel, 1976). Because tracking eye

movements—and other eye movements for that matter—do not

contribute to movement aftereffects (Anstis & Gregory, 1965;

Moulden, 1975; Sekuler & Ganz, 1963), Morgan et al. con-

cluded that the effect was induced by the surrounding pattern;

during tracking, the latter would become adapted because of

image displacement.

Finally, Wallach et al. (1978) reported an adaptation effect

following several minutes of viewing induced movement. They

observed linear induced movement in a spot with vertical physi-

cal movement and horizontal induced movement: They mea-

sured induced movement by the angle of the spot to the vertical.

This angle became nearer the vertical after the prolonged view-

ing. Adaptation could be viewed as resolution of stimulus con-

flict, of a sort that seems to occur in adaptation to displaced

vision, for example (Harris, 1980). Wallach et al. (1978) argued

against a possibility that adaptation arose because of reduced

effectiveness of the inducing stimulus as a result of its sensory

adaptation. However, the inducing stimulus extended well into

peripheral vision, in which sensory-movement adaptation can

be severe (Cohen, 1965;Hunzelman&Spillman, 1984;seealso

Taylor, 1963).

Induced Movement and Other Illusions

Induced movement can be observed when the inducing stim-

ulus is displaced to give apparent or stroboscopic motion

(Bridgemanetal., 1981;Bridgeman&Klassen, 1983;Duncker,

1929/1938; Fame, 1972). Bridgeman and Klassen argued that

such induced displacement is dependent on a lateral shift in the

observer's perceived space, resulting from displacement of the

induced stimulus (see Alteration of the Observer's Perception of

Space section). This could not, however, apply to one of Fame's

(1972) experiments. This used an inducing stimulus of two con-

centric circles of different sizes that appeared, when presented

sequentially, to move toward or away from the observer. Hence,

the inducing stimulus could not lead to a lateral shift in the

observer's perceived space. The induced stimulus was a smaller

concentric circle that was perceived to move in counterphase

with this inducing movement. The resulting effect might not

have been a simple induced movement, because the display had

a strong affinity with certain size-contrast illusions in static

stimuli (Coren & Girgus, 1978; Robinson, 1972). These may

have affected perception in the depth domain.

In frame-and-spot induced movement, the frame can be re-

moved after induced movement has commenced, and the spot,

still physically stationary, will continue to show perceived move-

ment (Day et al., 1976). Without reference information, people

often perceive a physically stationary spot to move randomly

(autokinetic movement, e.g., Pola & Matin, 1977; Royce, Car-

ran, Aftanas, Lehman, & Blumenthal, 1966). In their experi-

ments, Day et al. (1976), however, invoked lack of information

indicating that the spot had stopped. Post (1986) reported a

more complex effect in which the induced stimulus was seen

to continue to move in the same direction immediately after

removal of the inducing stimulus and then in the opposite direc-

tion. He attributed this to optokinetic after nystagmus (Felt and

Canceled Eye Movements section).

Explanations

As shown in the Empirical Findings section, induced move-

ment is observed in a wide range of displays, and this has un-

doubtedly led to some divergence in suggested explanations for

induced movement. An explanation originally identified in
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connection with one type of display has often been found to

have limited applicability in other types of display.

Duncker's (1929/1938) Theory

Duncker (1929/1938) investigated linear induced movement

in frame-and-spot and spot-spot form, induced rotation, and

induced movement of the self. The last has subsequently re-

ceived considerable investigation as an unrelated phenomenon,

being labeled vection (Dichgans & Brandt, 1978; Henn, Cohen,

& Young, 1980).

Duncker's (1929/1938) frame-of-reference theory is an ob-

ject-relative theory (Wallach, 1959) in that it views induced

movement as deriving from the configuration of the display. It

supposes that small areas and relatively central areas are predis-

posed to be seen as moving. Although probably generally true,

neither principle is absolute (Types of Display section and Pos-

sible Distinction Between Induced Movement With and With-

out Overall Displacement of the Inducing Stimulus section). In-

cluded in the theory is the concept of separation of systems,

according to which, if there are more than two components in

the display, there can be more than one frame of reference.

Thus, an inducing stimulus can act as the frame of reference for

an induced stimulus it surrounds and be the sole determinant

of its perceived movement, even if the inducing stimulus is sur-

rounded by another inducing stimulus; the latter should lead

to induced movement in the former. Qualified support for this

suggestion came from Wallach (1959). However, careful inter-

pretation is needed (Adjacency, Spatial Frequency, and Their

Interaction With Speed section).

Another of Duncker's (1929/1938) principles is that a fixated

stimulus is more likely to be seen as moving than is a nonfixated

spot. The application is mainly to spot-spot induced move-

ment. There is little conclusive evidence for the principle:

Whereas Thelin (1927) and van Waters (1934) found results

consistent with Duncker's suggestion, Carr and Hardy (1920)

and Wagenaar et al. (1984) found inconclusive results, and

Mack et al. (1975) found the reverse effect.

Alteration of the Observer's Perception of Space

Brosgole (1966, 1968) challenged both Duncker's (1929/

1938) frame-of-reference theory and the subsumed separation-

of-systems concept. He suggested that the observer's perceived

straight ahead, determined by the center of the inducing stimu-

lus, shifted with the inducing stimulus (Roelofs, 1935). A physi-

cally stationary spot is therefore seen to move as a result of the

observer's altered perception of space. Such an interpretation is

labeled subject relative (Shaffer & Wallach, 1966). Since Roe-

lofs's effect depends on the degree of eccentricity of the stimulus

eliciting it, a test for Duncker's (1929/1938) and Brosgole's

(1966,1968) theories seems to lie in the effect on induced move-

ment when the induced stimulus is surrounded by one moving

stimulus, which is in turn surrounded by another moving stim-

ulus. Duncker's separation-of-systems principle suggests that

induced movement is determined by the inner moving stimu-

lus. Brosgole (1966, 1968) found that perception of the doubly

surrounded induced stimulus in his experiments depended on

the outer moving stimulus. Bassili and Farber (1977) also failed

to find evidence for separation of systems. However, as indi-

cated in the Adjacency, Spatial Frequency, and Their Interac-

tion With Speed section, the interpretation of such evidence re-

quires care, because it may be affected by the speeds of the mov-

ing stimuli.

Other evidence concerns Duncker's (1929/1938) principle of

surroundedness or enclosure, according to which induced

movement should be assigned to a surrounded object. Bros-

gole's (1966, 1968) theory does not require that the induced

stimulus be surrounded by the inducing stimulus. Enclosure is

not always necessary for induced movement when the inducing

stimulus undergoes overall displacement (Oppenheimer, 1935;

Wagenaar et al., 1984; Possible Distinction Between Induced

Movement With and Without Overall Displacement of the In-

ducing Stimulus section).

Subsequently, major problems have been identified with

Brosgole's (1966, 1968) theory. First, induced movement can

occur with an inducing stimulus with no overall direction of

motion (Gogel, 1977; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Nakayama &

Tyler, 1978; Relnhardt-Rutland, 1983c; Wade & Swanston,

1984), so that no shift in the observer's straight ahead is possi-

ble. Second, Bacon, Gordon, and Schulman (1982) showed that

a shift in the perceived straight ahead occurs only if the inducing

stimulus undergoes overall displacement. Roelofs's (1935)

effect was also reported to probably be weak in a study involv-

ing high-speed oscillation of the inducing movement and track-

ing of a moving induced stimulus (Wallach & Becklen, 1983)

and did not correspond to the time course of induced move-

ment in a display filling most of the subject's visual field (Post

&Heckman, 1986).

More recently, authors have expressed doubts about whether

Roelofs's (1935) effect can have any role in explaining induced

movement. Mack, Heuer, Fendrich, Vilardi, and Chambers

(1985) argued, first, that Roelofs's effect is often found to be

incomplete (Bacon et al., 1982; Howard, 1966; Sugarman &

Cohen, 1968), whereas movement in an induced movement dis-

play may be entirely attributed to the induced stimulus. More

crucially, they argued that Roelofs's effect is not truly percep-

tual but, rather, is judgmental, in a way suggested by Harris

(1974) for adaptation to displaced vision. This implies that

Roelofs's effect is not affected by and does not affect other as-

pects of perception. Roelofs's effect, if truly perceptual, should

be accompanied by eye movement, head movement, body

movement, or any combination of the three. No evidence sug-

gests that this occurs for eyes (Eye Movements section and Felt

and Canceled Eye Movements section) or for head and body, in

which case visually induced movement of the self (vection)

might be predicted. Roelofs's effect does, however, seem to re-

quire stimulation different from that necessary for vection: The

stimulus normally used gives good information that it has been

displaced, but a uniform pattern is usual for vection (Dichgans

& Brandt, 1978).

Vection can occur during perception of induced rotation

(Anstis & Reinhardt-Rutland, 1976) and linear induced move-

ment (Rock et al., 1980). In Rock et al.'s study, however, the

form of induced movement was unusual, because it was per-

ceived to be locked with the observer's perceived self-move-

ment: The phenomenal experience of induced movement is that

it appears normally to be independent of the observer. Inciden-
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tally, this point might contribute to Post's (1986) unusual re-

sults concerning speed of inducing stimulus (Speed Effects sec-

tion). Vection probably involves mechanisms separate from

those leading to induced rotation, because aftereffects of in-

duced rotation are always negative (Reinhardt-Rutland, 1981),

whereas aftereffects of roll vection are frequently positive (Held,

Dichgans, & Bauer, 1975).

In contrast to Mack et al. (1985), Bacon et al. (1982) and

Bridgeman and Klassen (1983) argued that there can be a com-

ponent of the Roelofs (1935) type in induced movement, along

with a configurational component based on motion within the

display. An important feature of such a model is that it could

supply a reason for the differences in a number of characteris-

tics of induced movement with and without overall displace-

ment of the inducing movement, noted in the Possible Distinc-

tion Between Induced Movement With and Without Overall

Displacement of the Inducing Stimulus section. It would ex-

plain the difference in size of effects (Day & Dickinson, 1977).

Also, the relatively large dichoptic effects in induced movement

with overall displacement of the inducing movement (Bassili &

Farber, 1977; Day & Dickinson, 1977) might be explained if the

observer's altered perception of space is a whole-body effect,

not restricted to the eye of stimulation. The failure to find a

strong effect of enclosure for induced movement involving over-

all displacement of the inducing stimulus (Oppenheimer, 1935;

Wagenaar et al., 1984) could be explained by the fact that the

observer's alteration of perceived space presumably affects the

whole visual field so that location of the inducing stimulus is

unimportant. Finally, the relative lack of color selectivity for

induced movement with overall displacement of the inducing

stimulus (Day & Dickinson, 1977) might plausibly be due to

the fact that alteration of perceived space is independent of the

color of the stimulus causing that alteration. These discrepan-

cies ultimately might be explained by other subject-relative

mechanisms, but none have been identified yet. For example,

explanation in terms of canceled eye movements does not seem

to predict any of the qualitative discrepancies (Felt and Can-

celed Eye Movements section).

If Roelofs's (1935) effect has a possible role in linear induced

movement, one might wonder whether the analagous rod-and-

frame effect (Goodenough, Oltman, Sigman, & Cox, 1981; Wit-

kin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, & Karp, 1962/1974) contri-

butes to induced rotation. The rod-and-frame effect is an illu-

sory tilt of the observer produced by a visually presented tilted

stimulus; the stimulus, perhaps a room or rectangular frame,

normally has strong information concerning its angular dis-

placement. Little evidence supports a role for the rod-and-

frame effect in induced rotation. Day's (1981) results suggest a

perceived rotation of about 15" in the induced stimulus during

rotation for 6 s of a uniformly patterned inducing stimulus (Eye

Movements section). Hughes (1972) found that a uniformly

patterned stimulus produced a maximum perceived tilt of ob-

server of about 1°. Furthermore, a nonuniform arrangement of

the pattern in the inducing stimulus, which should increase any

rod-and-frame effect, did not significantly affect the duration of

aftereffect (Reinhardt-Rutland, 1983a).

Felt and Canceled Eye Movements

Although eye movements have not been reported during in-

duced movement (Eye Movements section), some authors have

suggested that induced movement may be explained by felt eye

movements (McConkie & Farber, 1979; Rock et al., 1980).

Mack et al. (1985) supposed that felt eye movements should

affect saccadic eye movements made in reaction to an unseen

auditory stimulus, subsequent to viewing an induced move-

ment display. They could find no evidence for this and therefore

concluded that felt eye movements were not involved in in-

duced movement.

Another suggestion is that induced movement represents an

interaction between two visual tracking systems, one concerned

with tracking the stationary environment during observer

movement and one concerned with tracking a moving object

(BrueU&Albee, 1955;Post, 1986; Post & Heckman, 1986; Post

& Leibowitz, 1985; Post, Schupert, & Leibowitz, 1984). The

former is supposed to be involuntary and reflexive and is con-

cerned with maintaining a reasonably steady retinal image of

the stationary environment during observer movement; it is as-

sociated with optokinetic nystagmus. The latter is supposed to

be under voluntary control. The latter but not the former may

give rise to the perception of object motion. During linear

frame-and-spot induced movement, observers, in the absence

of instructions to fixate, pursue the inducing stimulus as a result

of the first type of visual tracking system (Post et al., 1984).

When the observer fixates on the static induced stimulus, the

second type of visual tracking system, which gives rise to per-

ception of movement of the object, has to be used.

Evidence for this theory comes from the observation that af-

ter removing inducing stimulation, the induced stimulus can

undergo two phases of illusory movement (Post, 1986; Induced

Movement and Other Illusions section): These could corre-

spond to the two phases of optokinetic after nystagmus (e.g.,

Aschan & Bergstedt, 1955;Collewijn, 1969), which can also oc-

cur after removal of a large moving pattern. This possible rela-

tion is complicated, however, by the fact that an illusory self-

movement can occur under similar conditions if vection is ob-

served prior to removal of the moving stimulus: The illusory

self-movement also has two phases (Dichgans & Brandt, 1978).

I have already noted the possibility that Post's display may elicit

an unusual form of induced movement associated with circular

vection (Alteration of the Observer's Perception of Space sec-

tion).

As Post (1986) acknowledged, his explanation cannot be ap-

plied to cases of induced movement in which there is no overall

direction of movement of the inducing stimulus (e.g., Gogel,

1977; Gogel & Griffin, 1982; Nakayama & Tyler, 1978). Fur-

thermore, it cannot explain the differences often found between

induced movement with and without overall displacement of

the inducing stimulus (Possible Distinction Between Induced

Movement With and Without Overall Displacement of the In-

ducing Stimulus section), because linear induced movement

with overall displacement of the inducing stimulus would pre-

sumably be treated in qualitatively the same way as linear in-

duced movement without overall displacement of the inducing

stimulus.

One general point concerning any explanation in terms of

eye movements, whether real or virtual, is that it must suppose

that eye movements are adequately registered by the visual sys-

tem. This may be particularly problematic at near-threshold

movement of the inducing stimulus, because evidence suggests
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that tracking eye movements are seriously underregistered (e.g.,

Festinger & Easton, 1974; Festinger, Sedgwick, & Holtzman,

1976;Stoper, 1973; Westheimer & McKee, 1973).

Induced Movement and "Intelligent" Perception

Rock (1983) argued that perception is essentially intelligent,

much like thought. Such views have a long history (Ames, 1951;

Gregory, 1970;Helmholtz, 1925/L967;Oatley, 1978), although

they have been criticized for being of dubious general applica-

bility to the problems of perception (e.g., Gibson, 1966, 1979;

Morgan, 1984). Rock (1983) interpreted induced movement in

inferential terms. When induced movement in the traditional

frame-and-spot display is observed with below-threshold mo-

tion of the inducing stimulus, he suggested, the spot is perceived

to move perhaps because of intelligent inbuilt principles or per-

haps because previous experience leads observers to expect that

small or relatively central areas or both normally move, whereas

large or relatively peripheral areas or both are normally station-

ary (see the following sections: Types of Display, Possible Dis-

tinction Between Induced Movement With and Without Over-

all Displacement of the Inducing Stimulus, and Duncker's,

1929/1938, Theory). When frame-and-spot induced movement

is observed with above-threshold motion of the inducing stimu-

lus, the motion perceived in the display does not exceed the sum

of the motions in the display (Rock et ah, 1980). Rock suggested

that the observer experiences felt eye movements tracking the

spot. As noted in the Felt and Canceled Eye Movements section,

such a suggestion has little experimental support.

Most of the above points have been suggested in other con-

texts: If other theories are available, inferential explanations can

have difficulty making distinct predictions. Their support often

comes from situations in which no other theory is obviously

applicable. Rock (1983) suggested that an appeal to higher per-

ceptual processes should not be made if a lower level of explana-

tion is available. Thus, he accepted the prevailing view that

movement aftereffects can be explained by reference to move-

ment-sensitive neural mechanisms. Because observation of in-

duced movement can lead to aftereffects (e.g., Anstis & Rein-

hardt-Rutland, 1976; Aftereffects and Adaptation of Induced

Movement section), it seems inconsistent to suppose that in-

duced movement is to be explained exclusively in inferential

terms.

An appeal to inferential processes may be appropriate in

some forms of induced movement. Fame (1977) described a

form of induced movement in depth arising from brightness

changes. He exploited the fact that bright surfaces tend to be

seen as closer than dim ones (Ittelson & Kilpatrick, 1951). A

static disc of constant luminance was seen against a background

of changing luminance, which thus was seen as moving in depth

and inducing movement in depth of the disc. In another exam-

ple, a picture of a lighthouse was moved toward a stationary

picture of a ship and caused induced movement of the ship

(Krolik, 1935). Expected direction of movement might also be

important (Jensen, 1960). The induced movement in such cases

could have been based on inference if, as seems possible, no

other aspects of the display caused a predisposition to see in-

duced movement.

Sensory and Neural Processes

Studies of induced movement without overall displacement

of the inducing stimulus (Levi & Schor, 1984; Nakayama &

Tyler, 1978; Over & Lovegrove, 1973; Tynan & Sekuler, 1975)

have tended to be linked with a number of displays in which

perception of a moving area is affected by movement in an ad-

joining area (Holmgren, 1974; Loomis& Nakayama, 1973; Ty-

nan&Sekuler, 1975;Walker&Powell, 1974). This is sometimes

labeled simultaneous motion contrast. An example is seen in

the following (Loomis & Nakayama, 1973): Two spots, A and

B, moving with shared physical speed and direction, were sur-

rounded by other spots, also moving in the same direction but

with different physical speeds. Those surrounding A were phys-

ically slower than those surrounding B. The perception was that

A appeared to move faster than B, despite the lack of alteration

of relative displacement between them. Walker and Powell

(1974) reported low dichoptic effects in their experiments,

broadly consistent with induced movement without overall dis-

placement of the inducing stimulus (Possible Distinction Be-

tween Induced Movement With and Without Overall Displace-

ment of the Inducing Stimulus section).

Simultaneous motion contrast effects are often interpreted in

terms of lateral inhibition in motion detectors, by which the

response of a given motion-sensitive cell to movement in its re-

ceptive field is affected by the presence of movement in an in-

hibitory surround. This is a development much analogous with

that concerning brightness contrast (Cornsweet, 1970; Ratliff,

1965). Evidence for motion-sensitive cells with inhibitory sur-

rounds has been available for some time (e.g., Barlow & Levick,

1965, in the rabbit retina; Sterling & Wickelgren, 1969, in the

cat superior colliculus). Subsequently, there have been copious

reports that many movement-sensitive neurons show particular

responses to relative rather than absolute movement (e.g.,

Bridgeman, 1972; Burns, Gassanov,& Webb, 1972; Frost & Na-

kayama, 1983; Hammond & MacKay, 1977, 1981; Mandl,

1970, 1974;Rizzolatti&Camarda, 1975,1977;Rizzolatti, Ca-

marda, Grupp, & Pisa, 1974). In a recent review of psychophys-

ical and physiological evidence, Regan (1986) described a num-

ber of types of relative movement that may be analyzed by hard-

wired neural mechanisms.

Subsequent support for invoking neural processes comes

from the identification of aftereffects of induced movement (Af-

tereffects and Adaptation of Induced Movement section) on the

basis that movement aftereffects have been shown to have a

likely origin in movement-sensitive neurons (Barlow & Hill,

1963; Srinivason & Dvorak, 1979; Vautin & Berkley, 1977).

This is in line with ratio models of neural response (Mather,

1980; Sutherland, 1961). Other aftereffects have been explained

in a similar way (e.g., Frisby, 1979).

Evidence from induced movement and aftereffects is consis-

tent with known neural functioning. For example, the impor-

tance of the inducing stimulus's being peripheral to the induced

stimulus in aftereffects of induced movement (Reinhardt-Rut-

land, 1981, 1984) might be related to the relative proportions

of neurons with different characteristics across the retina (Cle-

land & Levick, 1974; Fukuda & Stone, 1974; Hoffman, 1973;

Hoffmann, Stone, & Sherman, 1972; Leventhal, 1982): Neu-

rons with sustained response (sometimes labeled X cells) are
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more characteristic of the central retina, and neurons with tran-

sient response (sometimes labeled Y cells) are more characteris-

tic of the peripheral retina. This may be reflected in different

patterns of innervation at the lateral geniculate (Friedlander,

Lin, Stanford, & Sherman, 1981; Sherman, 1985). Distinctions

in velocity sensitivity of neurons with eccentricity occur in the

cortex (Orban, Duysens, & van der Glas, 1980; Orban & Ken-

nedy, 1981; Orban, Kennedy, & Maes, 1981), with those re-

sponding to the periphery being more selective for high veloci-

ties than those responsive to the center of vision. This is no

doubt reflected also in human motion thresholds (McColgin,

1960).

There is good evidence for believing that receptive fields and

inhibitory surrounds for motion-detection mechanisms in-

crease in size with eccentricity in the visual field. Richards

(1971) suggested that some inhibitory surrounds in the periph-

ery may extend to as much as 90° or so, on the basis of a compar-

ison between psychophysical data from movement aftereffects

and physiological data (Barlow, Hill, & Levick, 1964; Hum-

phrey, 1968; Sprague, Marchiafava, & Rizzolatti, 1968). This

is consistent with the observation of an aftereffect of induced

movement with a large gap between inducing and induced stim-

uli (Reinhardt-Rutland, 1983b) and suggests that such neurons

may be involved in frame-and-spot induced movement, in

which induced and inducing stimuli are often well separated in

space.

The findings concerning the variation of velocity sensitivity

and receptive field size with eccentricity are also consistent with

the variation of effectiveness of inducing stimuli according to

size and speed (Schulman, 1981) and can be related to spatial-

frequency findings (Levi & Schor, 1984). A low-spatial-fre-

quency grating occupies a larger distance per cycle than a high-

frequency grating, which suggests that the former tends to stim-

ulate neurons that have large receptive fields and are sensitive

to high velocity (see Adjacency, Spatial Frequency, and Their

Interaction With Speed section).

A more speculative suggestion might contribute to explana-

tion of induced movement with orthogonal induced and induc-

ing stimuli (Wade & Swanston, 1984; Types of Display section).

Such stimuli should stimulate separate movement-sensitive

neural populations. However, global mechanisms could be in-

voked. This is an extension of proposals based on aftereffect

evidence. Cavanagh and Favreau (1980) showed that movement

aftereffects can be observed when adaptation and test stimuli

are mirror-image logarithmic spirals. Each part of one spiral is

orthogonal to the corresponding part of the other spiral, so that

known motion-sensitive neurons would not be stimulated. The

authors inferred a global mechanism, which is not dependent

on local stimulation, for responding to rotation. Global mecha-

nisms have been invoked to explain phantom motion after-

effects from spirals (Hershenson, 1984; Aftereffects and Adapta-

tion of Induced Movement section). They can also be inferred

from experiments demonstrating separable motion in depth

and expansion and contraction aftereffects from the same stim-

ulation (Beverley & Regan, 1979).

Wagenaar et al. (1984) suggested that induced movement, at

least at near-threshold motion of the inducing stimulus, can be

entirely explained in terms of low-level sensory processing. Al-

though it is worthwhile to seek the lowest level of explanation,

it must be in accordance with empirical findings. An appeal to

currently known sensory processes seems unlikely to cover, for

example, induced movement in depth described by Fame

(1977; Induced Movement and "Intelligent" Perception sec-

tion), in which an appeal to inference seems appropriate. Also,

aftereffect of induced rotation is characterized by small interoc-

ular transfer (Reinhardt-Rutland, 1983b), which may be consis-

tent only with induced movement without overall displacement

of the inducing stimulus (Adjacency, Spatial Frequency, and

Their Interaction With Speed section). Finally, because induced

displacement (Bridgeman et al., 1981; Duncker, 1929/1938;

Fame, 1972; Induced Movement and Other Illusions section)

has involved large shifts of the inducing stimulus, it may not

stimulate known motion-sensitive mechanisms (e.g., Anstis &

Cavanagh, 1981; Mather, Cavanagh, & Anstis, 1985;butseevon

Grunau, 1986).

A broader problem in the appeal to neural mechanisms con-

cerns the divergence between physiological studies, which gen-

erally investigate individual neurons, and psychophysical stud-

ies, presumably stimulating many populations of neurons, par-

ticularly if, like induced movement, large areas of the visual

field are likely to be involved (Uttal, 1981). The probably com-

plex pattern of neural activity during perception of induced

movement may be difficult to appreciate fully during investiga-

tion by current microelectrode methods. This would be partic-

ularly true if global mechanisms are postulated.

Induced Movement and General Visual Perception of

Object Motion

Three stimuli might provide information for visual percep-

tion of object movement (Wallach, 1982, 1985). These are (a)

image displacement across the retina; (b) eye movement in

tracking a moving object, which can arise because the eye

moves relative to the head and because of head and body move-

ment; and (c) configurational change, whereby movement per-

ception is based on the relation in the retinal image. A pure

form of the latter may be observed in induced movement.

An analysis of visual perception of object motion is compli-

cated by the fact that the eye is in virtually constant movement

even during fixation (Ditchburn, 1955;Verheijen, 1961), so that

image displacement can arise from both object movement and

eye movement with respect to the stationary environment. A

solution to this problem may lie in the possibility that percep-

tion of the stationary environment is largely achieved through

a matching of eye movement and image displacement (Jean-

nerod, Kennedy, & Magnin, 1979; Teuber, 1960; von Hoist,

1954): If one extrapolates, perception of a moving object could

be explained by a failure in matching eye movement and image

displacement (e.g., Wertheim, 1981).

This suggestion requires that image displacement and eye

movement can provide adequate information to explain per-

ception of object movement. Relatively high speeds of object

movement can lead to image displacement that is correctly at-

tributed to object movement (e.g., Mack, 1970; Wertheim,

1981; Whipple & Wallach, 1978). This is unlikely, however, at

perceivable low speeds of object movement (e.g., Shaffer& Wal-

lach, 1966). The fact that an afterimage appears to move during

eye movement shows that eye movement can be involved in per-
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ception of object movement (Mack & Bachant, 1969). Other

evidence, however, shows that perception of object motion dur-

ing eye movement can be poor (e.g., Bridgeman & Stark, 1979;

Ditchburn, 1955; Mack & Herman, 1972, 1973; Sedgwick &

Festinger, 1976; Wallach & Lewis, 1965; Wallach, O'Leary, &

McMahon, 1982). Doubts concern the scope of tracking eye

movement in providing information about object-motion per-

ception (e.g., Festinger & Easton, 1974; Festinger et al., 1976;

Stoper, 1973; Westheimer & McKee, 1973): A possible alterna-

tive role for such eye movements might be in maintaining de-

tailed (foveal) vision on the tracked object (Wallach, 1985; see

also Johnstone & Mark, 1970, 1971, 1973; Robinson, 1977).

Regarding the particular case of eye movement during fixation,

Barbur (1985) argued that the effects of this on the retinal image

might be filtered out, although the efficacy of such filtering may

be limited, if one can extrapolate from studies of autokinetic

movement (e.g., Pola & Matin, 1977; Royce et al., 1966).

The above implies that configurational change must by de-

fault have some importance in visual perception of object mo-

tion, although, of course, it can supply information only about

relative movement. Indirect support for such an assertion

comes from the importance of configurational change in move-

ment aftereffects—noted in the Aftereffects and Adaptation of

Induced Movement section and in other studies (Day & Strelow,

1971; Strelow & Day, 1975)—because aftereffects appear to be

indicative of fundamental processes in perception (e.g., Frisby,

1979).

Evidence from induced movement and associated aftereffects

suggests that relatively small and relatively central areas tend to

be seen as moving. Although, as indicated in the Types of Dis-

play section and the Possible Distinction Between Induced

Movement With and Without Overall Displacement of the In-

ducing Stimulus section, neither factor is necessary for induced

movement in all cases, the fact that so many displays use an

arrangement of a large inducing area surrounding a small in-

duced area indicates that these factors are generally important.

There appear to be no reports of good induced movement dur-

ing simultaneous violation of both factors. Other psychophysi-

cal evidence, also suggesting that the visual system tends to treat

large areas as stationary, shows that conventional movement af-

tereffects can be feeble or nonexistent with areas of motion

stimulation filling much of the visual field (Thalman, 1921;

Wohlgemuth, 1911). Suggesting that a relatively central area

tends to be seen as moving does not mean it needs to be in

central vision. Rather, it needs to be surrounded by other areas,

and this can obviously occur far out in peripheral vision. Within

limits (e.g., Day et al., 1979), the degree of absolute peripheral-

ness of the inducing stimulus appears relatively unimportant

(e.g., Reinhardt-Rutland, 1981). The possible linking of (a) size

and spatial frequency and (b) speed of inducing stimulus in

some displays (Levi & Schor, 1984; Schulman, 1981; Adjacency,

Spatial Frequency, and Their Interaction With Speed section)

could reflect the fact that in normal forward locomotion of hu-

mans, visual motion from a stationary environment increases

with eccentricity in the observer's visual field.

The reported improvement of induced movement during or-

thogonal tracking of the induced stimulus (Bacon et al., 1982;

Becklen & Wallach, 1985) may indicate the importance of con-

figurational factors during eye movement. Consistent with this

is a report that perception of relative velocity between objects

can be good during tracking eye movement (Wertheim & Nies-

sen, 1986). As suggested earlier, relatively high speed of object

movement can lead to image displacement that is correctly

identified as object movement, but increasing speed and extent

of eye movement can increase the threshold for detecting the

object movement (Bridgeman, Hendry, & Stark, 1975; Wer-

theim, 1981). Hence, configurational change may become in-

creasingly important with increasing eye movement.

Physiological evidence for supposing that configurational fac-

tors are important at early stages of visual analysis comes from

studies concerning relative movement (Sensory and Neural Pro-

cesses section). More specific to problems of motion perception

and eye movement, researchers have identified neurons that re-

spond differently to image displacements arising from object

movement and saccadic eye movement (Robinson & Wurtz,

1976; Straschill & Hoffman, 1970, in monkey and cat superior

colliculus) or tracking eye movement (Galletti, Squatrito, Bat-

taglini, & Maioli, 1983, 1984, in monkey visual cortex). The

last group of authors interpreted such findings as evidence for

mechanisms able to respond to object movement, irrespective

of eye movement. Palka (1969) reported comparable findings

for an insect visual system.

Further research might derive from Gibson's (1966, 1968,

1979) analysis of "ecological" visual sensation. For example,

the stationary environment is often filled with objects that are

small and have the potential to move. Therefore, if a moving

observer perceives a moving object, that movement must be de-

tected against the visual movement of other, perhaps rather sim-

ilar objects. For a forward-moving observer, the solution to this

problem may lie in the visual movements of stationary objects

conforming to flow-field principles, by which rate of visual

movement is determined by the closeness of the object to the

observer and its degree of eccentricity in the observer's visual

field. A physically moving object would be characterized by a

visual movement that does not correspond to the above. An

area for empirical research might lie in investigating induced

movement during a complex array of movements in the induc-

ing stimulus.

Conclusions

In the last section, I outlined some of the broad principles

from empirical research. Other points concern the probable

distinction between induced movement with and without over-

all displacement of the inducing stimulus on the basis of a num-

ber of differences, for example, in dichoptic effects (Possible

Distinction Between Induced Movement With and Without

Overall Displacement of the Inducing Stimulus section). There

seems to be reason to suppose that a smoothly oscillating induc-

ing stimulus may be more effective than a steadily moving stim-

ulus (see, e.g., Gogel, 1979; Speed Effects section); whether this

has anything to do with the acceleration of such a stimulus is

not known. In at least some cases of induced movement, the

best effects require inducing and induced stimuli to be at the

same depth (e.g., Gogel & MacCracken, 1979; Adjacency, Spa-

tial Frequency, and Their Interaction With Speed section).

Choice of response measure for induced movement is rather

dependent on the type of display used. For example, if the effect
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is weak and short-lived, then qualitative measures alone may be

available. Although many response measures have been used

for induced movement, no strong evidence indicates that any

measure is better than any other, despite, for example, possible

problems in relating perceived movement to perceived displace-

ment in induced stimuli (Response Measures section).

I have not yet commented about comparisons among in-

duced rotation, induced movement in depth, and linear forms

of induced movement, particularly that form without overall

movement of the inducing stimulus. This is because little in the

way of formal evidence is available. Two points can be made:

First, aftereffects of induced movement seem less readily elic-

ited with linear induced movement; they required tracking eye

movements in the only case reported up to now (Morgan, Ward,

& Brussel, 1976; Aftereffects and Adaptation of Induced Move-

ment section). Second, whereas induced rotation is readily ob-

served during vection (Anstis & Reinhardt-Rutland, 1976), this

is less clearly the case with linear induced movement (Rock et

al., 1980; Alteration of the Observer's Perception of Space sec-

tion). These points might be explained, however, by arguing

that more motion-sensitive mechanisms are stimulated by in-

ducing rotation and movement in depth than by linear inducing

movement, in which mechanisms responsive to one direction

alone are available. Such an argument is consistent with two

findings for conventional movement aftereffects. First, conven-

tional movement aftereffects are not reported with a stabilized

test stimulus when the adapting movement is linear but are re-

ported when it is centrifugal or centripetal (Moulden, 1975).

Second, the reduction of movement aftereffects without a sta-

tionary patterned surround is greater with linear adapting

movement than with rotatory adapting movement (Day &

Strelow, 1971).

The variety of displays in which induced movement is ob-

served almost certainly argues against explanation of induced

movement by any one mechanism. Certain explanations, how-

ever, now seem unlikely. There is no evidence for eye move-

ments, whether real (Eye Movements section) or felt (Mack et

al., 1985). Explanation in terms of cancellation of two types of

eye movement (e.g., Bruell & Albee, 1955; Post, 1986) is more

plausible but restricted to induced movement with an overall

direction of inducing movement. It cannot account for qualita-

tive differences between linear induced movement with and

without overall displacement of the inducing stimulus. Also,

tracking eye movements are probably incompletely registered

(Felt and Canceled Eye Movements section). Duncker's (1929/

1938) theory (see that section) can now have no more than de-

scriptive validity in such principles as relative size and enclo-

sure (which are not always true: Types of Display section and

Possible Distinction Between Induced Movement With and

Without Overall Displacement of the Inducing Stimulus sec-

tion). The principle of fixation is untenable, and separation of

systems has probably been superceded by other factors (Adja-

cency, Spatial Frequency, and Their Interaction With Speed

section).

The involvement of Roelofs's (1935) effect (Brosgole, 1966,

1968) is contentious. It cannot be applied to induced movement

with no overall direction of inducing movement (e.g., Gogel,

1977) or to induced movement without overall displacement of

the inducing stimulus (Bacon et al., 1982). It has been found in

cases of induced movement with overall displacement of the

inducing stimulus, but that does not mean it causes induced

movement (Mack et al., 1985; Alteration of the Observer's Per-

ception of Space section). A subject-relative mechanism, how-

ever, could certainly explain a number of differences found be-

tween induced movement with and without overall displace-

ment of the inducing stimulus, such as dichoptic effects (Day &

Dickinson, 1977; Possible Distinction Between Induced Move-

ment With and Without Overall Displacement of the Inducing

Stimulus section). It is a little unclear what other evidence can

be used to resolve this issue. Perhaps a multifactorial experi-

ment investigating correlations between increased induced

movement and the presence of displacement in the observer's

spatial perception in a wide variety of displays would be useful.

No evidence indicates that the analogous rod-and-frame effect

contributes to induced rotation and its aftereffect (e.g., Day,

1981).

The possible role of inferential processing, coupled with pos-

sible effects of experience, can be shown in induced movement

(Fame, 1977; Jensen, 1960; Krolik, 1935), although whether it

contributes much to the understanding of induced movement

as a whole is doubtful (Induced Movement and "Intelligent"

Perception section).

The value of linking induced movement to neural processes

is strengthened by simultaneous motion-contrast effects, in

which the involvement of neural processes of lateral inhibition

appears plausible (e.g., Walker & Powell, 1974), and by after-

effects of induced movement (e.g., Anstis & Reinhardt-Rut-

land, 1976; Sensory and Neural Processes section). Neural

properties varying with eccentricity and concerning, for exam-

ple, receptive-field size (e.g., Humphrey, 1968) and velocity sen-

sitivity (e.g., Orban & Kennedy, 1981) may be important. A

neural explanation may not be appropriate to certain types of

induced movement (e.g., Fame, 1977) and to components of

induced movement arising from overall displacement of the in-

ducing stimulus. It could be useful in accounting for that com-

ponent of induced movement with overall displacement of the

inducing stimulus that Bacon et al. (1982) suggested is due to

configurational factors.

Finally, the observation of induced movement and the associ-

ated aftereffect in a wide range of displays argues for the impor-

tance of configurational change as a stimulus in the visual per-

ception of object movement. Although configurational change

may only signal relative movement of objects, this assertion is

supported by the limitations of information from both image

displacement and eye movement.
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Correction to Marks and Miller

In the article "Ten Years of Research on the False-Consensus Effect: An Empirical and Theo-

retical Review" by Gary Marks and Norman Miller (Psychological Bulletin, 1987, Vol. 102,

No. 1, pp. 72-90), the block quotation on page 73 should be attributed to Crocker (1981). The

two sentences immediately preceding this quotation should read: "Friendship groups typically

exhibit a high degree of internal similarity with respect to members' beliefs, attitudes, values,

and interests. Crocker (1981) reported the following:"




